Abstract This paper proposes a new method to predict the corona onset voltage for a rodplane air gap, based on the support vector machine (SVM). Because the SVM is not limited by the size, dimension and nonlinearity of the samples, this method can realize accurate prediction with few training data. Only electric field features are chosen as the input; no geometric parameter is included. Therefore, the experiment data of one kind of electrode can be used to predict the corona onset voltages of other electrodes with different sizes. With the experimental data obtained by ozone detection technology, and experimental data provided by the reference, the efficiency of the proposed method is validated. Accurate predicted results with an average relative less than 3% are obtained with only 6 experimental data.
Introduction
With the promotion of the power transmission voltage level, electromagnetic environment is becoming an increasingly outstanding aspect to consider during the design and operation of power transmission and transformation projects. The core content of electromagnetic environment optimization is corona control, and the basis is corona onset voltage determination.
The corona experiment is the main basis to determine the corona onset voltage of power fittings under certain air gaps.
However, the corona experiments in high voltage projects are rather timeconsuming and expensive. To reduce the experimental cost, most research conclusions are based on the scale of air gap. Nevertheless, the corona experiment fails to include every kind of air gap. As a consequence, their scopes have been greatly restricted. Besides, complex gap structures in actual projects are difficult to describe by the geometric scale. Hence, the investigation of the corona mechanism and the corona onset voltage prediction method are of great significance to the design of power transmission and transformation projects.
Currently, the prediction methods of corona onset voltages of air gaps mainly include empirical formulas, semi-empirical formulas, and physical models.
During the design and optimization of power transmission lines, Peek's formula is the most widely used method to predict the corona onset electric field [1] . Based on experiments, many researchers have promoted Peek's formula in order to consider the influence of surface condition, voltage polar, atmosphere condition, etc [2, 3] . Based on the streamer inception criterion and certain assumptions, Lowke [4] and Hartmann [5] derived different semi-empirical formulas of corona onset electric field calculation, for cylinders, points and spheres. Due to the simplicity, empirical formulas, semi-empirical formulas are convenient for project application.
However, the application scope of empirical and semi-empirical formulas is limited, because some parameters are determined under some specific experimental conditions or assumptions.
Physical models are mainly based on streamer theory, especially the photo-ionization mechanism [6] . It can predict the corona onset voltage according to the criterion of self-sustained discharge. In the past 20 years, this method has made considerable progress [7−14] . Nevertheless, there are still some unsolved problems about the physical model, because of the extremely complex physical process of corona discharge. This leads to some deviation between the prediction and experimental values.
With the rapid development of computer technology, artificial intelligent algorithms such as the support vector machine (SVM) have played increasingly important roles in data analysis, especially for grey relational analysis [15−17] . Based on SVM analysis, Hu Qin in Chongqing University realized the corona onset voltage prediction of AC transmission lines, using relative density and humidity of air in a definite environmental temperature, roughness coefficient as input parameters [18] . The predicting result consists with the test result with a maximum relative error of less than 2%. This supplies a new possible way to acquire the corona onset voltage.
Based on SVM theory, this paper proposes a new method of corona prediction for the rod-plane air gap. Electric field features are chosen as input and no geometric parameter is included. Because the electric field distributions of the same type of air gaps under corresponding corona onset voltages have the same characteristics, this method can predict the corona onset voltages of rod-plane air gaps with different dimension parameters.
Therefore, the application scope of this method is greatly extended. With few experimental data, the corona onset voltages of air gaps with different sizes of electrodes and gap spaces are precisely predicted, which validate the effectiveness of this method. With its universality, this method provides a new direction of corona onset prediction research, and has guiding significance to the design of high power transmission project.
Theoretical fundamental

Introduction of SVM
For multidimensional nonlinear problems, artificial intelligent algorithms such as the genetic algorithm, neural network algorithm, and SVM appear to have outstanding solving abilities. Among these methods, SVM is a new learning machine mainly used for classification problems.
The basic idea of SVM is making a description about multidimensional and complex variable through the black-box model [19] . The vectors are non-linearly mapped to a very high dimension feature space. In this feature space, a hyperplane is constructed which can be used for classification according to the vectors with known labels. The hyperplane should have the largest distance to the nearest training data point of any class, in order to minimize the generalization error of the classifier. SVM is based on a structure risk minimizing principle, and demonstrates good generalization performance of machine learning to the maximum extent. Generally speaking, the main advantages of SVM are reflected as the following aspects.
a. It simultaneous minimizes the empirical risk and confidence interval. As a result, it has outstanding performance in solving a problem with a small sample.
b. It transforms an algorithm into a quadratic optimization problem. In theory, the global optimum can be obtained and the problem of local maxima in a neural network is avoided effectively.
c. With the introduction of the kernel function, practical problems are transformed into feature space. Hence, the complexity of an algorithm has nothing to do with the dimension.
Basic idea and assumption
The corona discharge is influenced by many factors, which makes the corona onset prediction a multi-input problem. Besides, the existing experimental data are not enough for traditional regression analysis. For this case, SVM is an appropriate method for corona voltage prediction.
Based on the idea of classifying in SVM, the corona onset voltage prediction problem is transformed into a classification problem. Whether corona discharge will happen is set as the output label for data training and predicting.
For the measured corona onset voltage U o under a specific air gap, a series of data points are extended with voltage larger and smaller than U o under the same air gap, by an interval of ∆U . According to the actual situation, the features of the air gaps under these voltages are divided into two types: corona discharge (assigned with label "1") and no corona discharge (assigned with label "−1"). Hence, a mass of training data can be derived from limited experimental results.
During the predicting stage, with corresponding input features, the different voltages applied on the concerned air gap are classified. The smallest voltage with a corona label of "1" under the specific air gap is chosen as the predicted corona onset voltage, as shown in Fig. 1 . The corona onset voltage method proposed in this paper is based on the following assumptions.
a. According to the streamer theory, corona discharge is not only determined by the maximum electric intensity on the surface of the electrode, but also related to the electric field distribution, such as the electric field intensity distribution, and energy distribution, in the space near the electrode.
b. The distributions of electric field are affected by the shapes of air gaps (mainly refer to dimension parameters such as the gap distances and sizes of electrodes). Hence the shape features are reflected by the electric field distributions, and will not be considered independently. This assumption greatly improves the applicability of this method.
c. Before the formation of self-sustaining discharge, there is a short stage of weak ionization in the vicinity of the electrode. The space charges produced in this stage are quite few, and have little influence on the electric field distribution. Therefore, this stage is neglected, and the electric field before and during this stage is assumed to be an electrostatic field.
d. After the corona discharge steps into the selfsustaining stage, there are a large amount of space charges existing in the vicinity of the electrode. These space charges significantly influence the electric field distribution around the electrode. However, at this stage, the features of electric field have satisfied a certain condition of the corona discharge. Hence the electric field features obtained without the influence of space are used for the situation with the corona discharge.
e. According to the streamer theory, the corona discharge develops within a zone surrounding the rod cap (ionization zone). This ionization zone surrounds the electric field line starting from the points on the surface of the electrode with the maximum electric field intensity (the axial field line for axisymmetry distribution). Besides, the electric field distribution along this axial field line is determined by the spatial electric-field distribution in the vicinity of the electrode. So to some extent, the change of the electric field along the axial field line can reflect the change of electric field in the vicinity of the electrode. So, it is assumed that the electric features on this electric field line can supply sufficient information about the electric field distribution in the vicinity of the electrode for corona onset voltage prediction.
Besides, the change of electrode material, and small change of air condition and other factors have relatively less influence compared to the influence of electric field distribution. Therefore, these factors will not be considered in this paper, and will be studied in future work.
Prediction model
The prediction flowchart of the corona onset prediction model based on SVM is shown as Fig. 2 . The critical steps of this model are illustrated as follows.
Features selection and calculation
The principle of the SVM parameters selection is that the parameters can offer a detailed description of the electric field distribution around the electrode. According to assumption e), along the electric field line which starts from the points with the maximum electric filed in tensity, the electric field distribution can reflect the spatial electric field distribution in the vicinity of the electrode. In addition, the distribution of electric field involves physical quantities such as electric field intensity (E), electric field gradient (E ), and energy density (ω). Hence, the values of these quantities within a certain interval of electric field intensity on this path are chosen as the electric field feature for prediction, in order to comprehensively describe the change of electric field along the path. In this paper, the electric field around the electrode was calculated by numerical method without space charge, according to assumption (d) and (e). On this basis, the electric field distribution along the axial field line can also be obtained. The path was divided into 8 regions, according to the intervals of electric field intensity shown in Table 1 . In each region, the values of maximum value of electric field gradient (E max ), average value of electric field intensity (E av ), average value of electric field gradient (E av ), and average value of energy density (ω av ), are calculated. These data make up the 32 features used for prediction in this paper. For each node, the energy density ω can be calculated from the electric field intensity E,
where, ε is the dielectric constant of air. According to the idea of discretization, the selected path is divided into n elements. The value of n should be large enough to guarantee the precision. The changes of physical qualities within each element are assumed to be linear. Hence, for each interval of the path, the average values of electric field intensity, electric field gradient, and energy density can be calculated as follows,
where l i is the length of each element. E i , E i , and ω i are the value of electric field intensity, electric field gradient, and energy density within the i th element separately.
Features normalization
The main idea of SVM is to map nonlinear data into a high dimension feature space through a transformation. This transformation is realized with the help of the kernel function. The kernel values usually depend on the inner products of feature vectors. In this paper, the magnitudes of the selected features have great difference between each other. For instance, the value of electric field gradient may exceed 10 9 near the electrode, which is 7-8 orders higher than the magnitude average electric field. Under this condition, the features with greater magnitudes will dominate those with smaller magnitudes.
To eliminate the affection of magnitudes of the features, normalization processing is necessary. The method of normalization used in this paper is shown as follows,
where x i represents the normalized value of feature x i , x max and x min are the maximum and minimum values of x i separately. With Eq. (5), the features will be normalized from [x min , x max ] to [0, 1] . Hence, all the features will be under the same order of magnitude for training and predicting, and the convergence and accuracy are improved.
Parameter optimization
There are four commonly used basic kernel functions in SVM, namely linear function, polynomial function, radial basis function (RBF), and sigmoid function. Among these kernel functions, RBF has the following advantages:
a. it has outstanding performances in handling nonlinear cases, b. it has fewer numerical difficulties, c. it has a wide domain of convergence.
Hence, RBF is the most widely used kernel function, and is selected for prediction in this paper. There are two important parameters for RBF, namely penalty parameter C and kernel parameter γ. C controls the tradeoff between errors of the SVM on training data and margin maximization. γ controls the width of the RBF kernel. Both parameters have great affection on the accuracy of prediction.
To search for the most suitable value of C and γ, particle swarm optimization (PSO) is used, for its high accuracy. Along with PSO, K-fold cross validation is used to calculate the accuracy of the searched parameters in each search step of PSO.
Method validation 4.1 Data preparation
The corona onset data for prediction and method validation consist of two parts: data from experiment and data from the reference. Both parts of data are obtained under DC voltage.
Theoretically, observing the appearance of the first corona pulse is with high accuracy. However, at the initial stage, the corona pulse signal is very weak. It is hard to be measured and identified because of the existence of interference from the circuit and the environment. So the experimental data used for prediction were obtained by ozone detection technology. Corona discharge generates ozone. According to this property, the generation of ozone can be regard as a characteristic signal of corona discharge. An ozoneresistant dielectric enclosure surrounding the electrodes is used to collect the ozone generated during the corona. By detecting the ozone generation and accumulation in the enclosure, whether a corona discharge occurs can be judged, and hence the corona onset voltage can be obtained. Theoretically, this method can avoid the problem of signal attenuation and signal interference. Among the chemical reactions that generate ozone, the maximum energy demand of the accelerated electron is only 8.4 eV. So the accuracy of this method is also high enough. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the wiring diagram and arrangement of the experimental setup. To reduce the ozone cost, the air inlet and outlet of the ozone detector are all connected to the dielectric enclosure by silicone tubes, which are also ozoneresistant. Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of enclosure and electrode. The corona onset voltages of the four kinds of electrodes under negative voltage are measured using the ozone detection method. The electrodes are steel rods with hemispherical and spherical tops of different diameters (Fig. 6) . Table 2 shows the measured onset voltage under different gap length. The corresponding relative humidity of the experimental data varies from 50% to 70%. The temperature varies from 13
• C to 23
• C. The air pressure varies from 998 hPa to 1006 hPa.
In Ref. [20] , Hiromu Isa provided the corona onset voltage of the rod-plane gap with a hemispherical brass rod. The corona onset voltages are determined by the current and light of the corona discharge. The diameter of the rod is 4 mm. The length of gap changes from 0.8 cm to 9 cm. These data are taken as reference data for the method validation. 
Corona onset voltage prediction
During the efficiency validation of the corona onset voltage prediction method proposed in this paper, the data of electrode with D=20 mm are taken as training data to predict the corona onset voltages of other kinds of electrodes. In the feature calculation process, the influence of the dielectric enclosure is taken into consideration to get the precise electric field distribution. The voltage interval ∆U is set as 1.5% of the corona onset voltage. The corona onset voltage under each gap length is extended into 21 data points.
The predicted corona onset voltages of three other kinds of electrodes under different gap lengths are shown as Fig. 7 . The best penalty parameter C and kernel parameter γ are 175.431 and 9.426×10 −3 . In  Fig. 7 , the prediction results obtained by the physical model [7] and Lowke's equation [9] are also given. Using the same training data, the predicted data of the electrode used in Ref. [20] are shown in Fig. 8 . The maximum relative error of the predicted data in Fig. 7 is 4.5%. The average relative error is also below 3%. 
Prediction error discussion
The comparison results between the experimental data and predicted data illustrate the efficiency of the proposed corona onset voltage prediction method.
Taking the electric field features and corona onset voltage of one electrode as training data, the corona onset voltage of other electrodes with different sizes can be predicted with low errors. The prediction errors mainly come from the following aspects.
a. Measured data During the measurement of corona onset voltages, the measurement errors are inevitable, because of the limitation of the measurement methods. Besides, the disparity of the corona experimental and the difference of air condition will also affect the measured data.
b. Choice of ∆U during data extension According to the method of data extension, the actual corona onset voltage lies between U o and U o − ∆U , as shown in Fig. 1 . Hence, a smaller value of ∆U will lead to a smaller prediction error. Nevertheless, more training data and predicting data are needed because of the decrease of ∆U , which will increase the computation amount. It is necessary to chose a reasonable value of ∆U , to satisfy the demands of prediction accuracy as well as computational efficiency.
c. Accuracy of electric field features calculation The core idea of this method is to divide the predicting data according to the electric field features. As a result, the calculation error during the electric field feature calculation process will also be transferred to the prediction process.
Conclusion
This paper proposed a new method for corona onset voltage prediction, according to SVM theory. Rodplane gaps with different sizes under DC voltage are taken as the objects of the proposed method. In this method, the prediction problem is transferred into a classification problem. Unlike the traditional corona onset voltage prediction method, electric field features are taken as the input data and no geometric parameter is included in the proposed method. Theoretically, the application scope of this method is not limited by the size of electrode.
The efficiency of the proposed method is validated by experimental data obtained by ozone detection technology, as well as measured results from the reference.
Taking the corona onset voltages and corresponding electric field features of one electrode under only 6 different gap lengths as training data, the corona onset voltages of other electrodes with different sizes and gap lengths are predicted. The predicted results agree well with the experimental data with average relative less than 3%.
As a newly arisen technique, SVM has good learning capacity and generalization capacity. It is not limited by the size, dimension and nonlinearity of the samples, which makes it a good solution for corona onset prediction problems with complex relations among the influence factors and limited experimental data.
By applying SVM to the corona onset voltage prediction, this paper makes an exploratory research. It offers a new approach to the corona onset voltage prediction. Because the air conditions, such as humidity and air pressure, of the used experimental data do not change greatly, this factor was not considered in this paper. Hence, the proposed method is suitable for the prediction under the same air condition. Actually, corona discharge is significantly influenced by the factors such as electrode material and air condition. In future work, these factors will be taken into consideration, and more types of air gaps (such as ring-plane gaps, line-plane gaps) will also be studied, in order to promote the scope of application.
